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QUESTION 53
A customer has two HPE Nimble arrays that are replication partners. The replication schedule is set to every hour.
After replication completed at 1:00pm, the array at the primary site suffers a power failure.
Applications were failed over successfully by the administrators, and production continued on the secondary site array as designed. At
3:00pm, the power was restored to the primary site array.
What does the administrator need to do first to restore services in the primary site?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Perform handover from the secondary array to the primary array
Create a new replication partnership from the primary array to the secondary array
Create a new replication partnership from the secondary array to the primary array
Perform a failback of the existing replication partnership to the primary array

Answer: A

QUESTION 54
You completed the HPE Nimble storage replication partnership in a customer environment.
When you test the network connection from the primary partner to the secondary partner, the test fails; when you test the connection from the secondary to the primary partner, the test is successful. What
is the most likely cause of the failure?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The secondary partner name is not configured properly
The secondary array network ports are misconfigured
The test can only be performed from the secondary array
The primary partner name is not configured properly

Answer: A

QUESTION 55
You are starting an assessment to design a new multi-storage environment for a customer. You have collected data on all the current arrays using SAF collector. What
should be the next step in your design process?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Open the .zip file with NinjaSTARS
Import the .zip file into OCA
Send the .zip file to OCAImport@hpe.com
Upload the .zip file to the SAF Portal

Answer: A

QUESTION 56
You are proposing StoreOnce as a new backup target.
Which features should you emphasize that will help the customer protect and recover data from external attacks on local data? (Select two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

StoreOnce Catalyst stores are only accessible via the API
StoreOnce has firewalls to protect the repositories
StoreOnce is immune from ransomware
StoreOnce has malware protection
StoreOnce has encryption of data at rest and data in-flight

Answer: CE

https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/a00029785enw.pdf
QUESTION 57
A customer wants to implement a disaster recovery plan for their current HPE 3PAR array data. They have obtained a remote site 10km away their primary site. They have performed bandwidth testing, and have confirmed their RTT is
approximately 100ms. The customer needs to provide data replication to assure the best data availability they can achieve. Which synchronization method meets their needs?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Asynchronous Streaming
Asynchronous Periodic Remote Copy
Synchronous Remote Copy
Peer Persistence

Answer: B

QUESTION 58 A customer is expecting rapid growth of their data storage needs on their HPE Nimble arrays. Which HPE tool should you recommend to best assist with
capacity planning?
A.
B.
C.
D.

NinjaStars for Nimble
NinjaCrawler
InfoSight
One Config Advanced

Answer: D

QUESTION 59
A customer wants to enable an automated failover for their two existing HPE 3PAR solutions, which are located in two different sites. Each solution has an All-inclusive Single-System Software license. Which
component is required to enable this function?
A. All-inclusive Multi-System Software License
B. Fibre channel Bridges to connect the disk shelfs
C. Additional HPE 3PAR system as quorum witness

D. Dark fibre connection between the sites
Answer: A

QUESTION 60 What is one of the advantages of protecting HPE 3PAR File
Persona with RMC?
A.
B.
C.
D.

MS SQL data consistency is provided
Single file recovery is possible
Transparent failover is offered If clients are using SMB 3.0, even if you recover to another 3PAR
Backup throughput will be considerably faster than other backup methods

Answer: D
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